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DISCLAIMER

The purpose of this whitepaper is to present the MeiCoin to potential token holders. The information set forth below 
may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. 

This paper does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer for a sale or subscription, or an 
invitation to buy or subscribe in securities or financial instruments. This paper does not constitute the basis for, or should not 
be used as a basis for, or in connection with, a contract for the sale of securities or financial instruments or a commitment 
to sell securities or financial instruments of any kind. 

None of the information in this paper is intended to provide a basis for an investment decision, and no specific investment 
recommendation is made. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations 
of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors. Accordingly, this paper does not constitute investment advice, 
prospectus or offer document or an invitation to invest in any security or financial instrument of any nature whatsoever.

MeiCoin is a utility token and cannot have a performance or a particular value outside the Mei App. It is not a digital 
currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and has not been registered under the Securities 
Act, the securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other country, including the securities 
laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. 

As a utility token, MeiCoin may be used to exchange services within our messaging app Mei. MeiCoin’s symbol is MEI and 
is an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum blockchain. 

MeiCoins confer no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership, distribution (including but not 
limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal 
rights, other than those specifically described in the White Paper. 

You acknowledge and agree that there are risks associated with purchasing, holding, and using MeiCoins in connection 
with the Mei App. In particular, of the MeiCoins no longer holding any value within the Mei App. 

Mei App Inc. expressly disclaims any liability for any direct or indirect loss or damage of any kind arising directly or indirectly 
from:

 (i) any reliance on the information contained in this whitepaper; 
 (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in said information; or 
 (iii) any resulting action that may be brought

Any third party that obtains access to your credentials or private keys may be able to use and transfer your MeiCoins. To 
minimize this risk, you must protect yourself against unauthorized access, including via your electronic devices.  It is your 
responsibility to ensure MeiCoins are kept securely. Mei has no access to or control over MeiCoins once they are purchased 
or transferred and has no liability for any such unauthorized access, the loss of any credentials or the theft of any MeiCoins.

MeiCoins and the Mei App Inc. may be impacted by the passing of restrictive laws, the publication of restrictive or negative 
opinions, the issuing of injunctions by national regulators, the initiation of regulatory actions or investigations, including but 
not limited to restrictions on the use or ownership of utility tokens, which may prevent or limit the issue, transfer or sale of 
MeiCoin.



Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this paper constitute forward-looking statements or 
information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which 
may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such 
forward-looking statements. 

This English language paper is the primary official source of information about the MeiCoin. The information contained 
herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or used in the course of written or verbal communications 
with existing and prospective customers, partners etc. In the course of such translation or communication some of the 
information contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications 
cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and communications and 
this official English language paper the provisions of this English language original document shall prevail. 

This paper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country where distribution or 
dissemination of a token sale like the one described in this paper is prohibited or restricted. 

You are not eligible to and you are not to purchase any MeiCoins if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) of the 
People’s Republic of China or South Korea. 

BY PURCHASING OR RECEIVING MEICOINS, YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND ASSUME THE RISKS AND 
RESTRICTIONS SET OUT ABOVE. ONLY PEOPLE WHO ARE FULLY AWARE OF THESE RISKS AND RESTRICTIONS SHOULD 
PARTICIPATE IN THIS TOKEN SALE OR RECEIVE ANY MEICOINS.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Mei is the first mobile messaging app to come with artificial intelligence (AI) designed to help with personal relationships 
and communication.  Each user has the option to activate a personalized AI assistant (also named Mei) that gives near real-
time intelligence and advice within the conversation.  Our team has spent almost three years combining natural language 
processing, personalized machine learning models, and one of the largest language datasets of its kind, to create an AI that 
understands its users.  Mei is currently in beta and will be launched for Androids in the 4th quarter of 2018.  At that point, 
nearly 2 billion people will have instant access to their own personalized relationship AI from within their default texting app.

In this paper, we are presenting the creation of a polling ecosystem that can replace almost every current form of consumer 
market or social science research, by putting researchers in direct communication with targeted users and incentivizing 
users to answer questions.  We will utilize as in-app currency, a Ethereum-based token, called MeiCoin (MEI) and smart 
contracts to help protect users’ privacy and award them for sharing their data and opinions.  The data shared will accelerate 
the rate at which our AI assistant learns about the user and becomes more useful as a personalized tool.  Ultimately, our 
ecosystem could be an efficient marketplace for personal information that can advance research of every kind.

Tokens will be used to facilitate transactions between users, our platform, and third party researchers.  Users have value 
in the form of personal data and opinions/answers which would be paid for via MeiCoin tokens.  In turn, users can spend 
tokens to gain intelligence on their relationships from our AI or poll other users.  Researchers or other third parties seeking 
data will pay Mei and/or our users for data.

3-Part/-Round Sale and Timing: 
• Friends and Family Pre-Sale round completed 
• Currently in Select Pre-Sale round until Mei launch 
• General Sale / Crowdfunding (if needed) after Mei launch

Token Type: ERC 20 standard-based Ethereum token

Token Distribution: 
• 1,000,000,000 total supply split 
   ° 20% offered in token sale (200 million tokens) 
   ° 10% to team (10% vesting at sale close, then 30% per year 
for next 3 years) 
   ° 50% retained 
   ° 20% rewards

Pricing: 
• 1st token in Round 2 is $0.027, last token is $0.074 
• Each successive token priced higher than the previous 
• Price increase depends on tokens sold in round 
• Accepted payment for token sale:  Ether

This initial sale of 30% of the total supply of MeiCoin is divided in 3 parts: 

Token Sale
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2. MISSION OVERVIEW

We want to create technology products that use data and artificial intelligence (AI) to empower the average person.  We are 
creating an ecosystem or marketplace for information that effectively allows anyone with a smartphone to earn or “mine” our 
utility tokens by simply texting in the same manner they always have and answering questions.  Once fully matured (when 
the supply and demand for data reaches equilibrium) this ecosystem can potentially allow the average person to make a 
living by simply sharing their opinions and knowledge in an environment that prioritizes their privacy and anonymity.

2.1 Outline Of The Vision

The way we handle personal data currently is flawed.  Many companies today collect data on people in exchange for free 
services.  They then use that data to target the same or other people for often unwanted advertising and can sell data to 
third parties.  This model can put companies at odds with their users since users often aren’t given options over how their 
data is used and haven’t shared in the gains (monetary and other) made from their data.  We are proposing an ecosystem 
where all parties are properly incentivized, while protecting the users’ privacy and their right to choice over their data. 

We believe our soon-to-be-launched messaging app Mei and its token-based ecosystem can address many of the current 
issues over data and privacy.  It’s designed to realign incentives and promote the sharing of information that can potentially 
advance research of every kind and bring personalized knowledge to anyone with a smartphone.  Once Mei is fully launched, 
nearly all 2 billion current Android smartphone owners worldwide can participate in the ecosystem and earn tokens by 
simply upgrading their default SMS/MMS app.

Tokens

Mei

Users

Information

Tokens

Our ecosystem involves three parties: users (providers 
of data), researchers/pollers (consumers of data), and our 
platform.

We utilize as in-app currency, a utility token called MeiCoin 
(MEI), an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum blockchain.  Tokens 
are paid and earned when information exchanges between 
parties.  It will cost tokens to ask for information and tokens 
will be rewarded for answering questions.  This initial sale 
of tokens will help to development of the ecosystem and 
help offset the cost of running/maintaining the platform so 
we can keep our services free and accessible to everyone.  
We believe there is enough demand for information and 
enough people willing to share their opinions/knowledge 
that ultimately, we can create an efficient marketplace for 
the exchange of information.   

The value of MeiCoin will move with value of the information exchanged.  Being on a blockchain, tokens could be listed on 
an exchange where they could be exchanged for cryptocurrency and fiat (e.g. $) currency.  Since there is a finite number of 
tokens, the market value of each will ultimately be determined by the value our services bring to the ecosystem.

Tokens

Information

Information
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1. Buy from tokenholders 
2. Buy directly from Mei

1. Use the Mei app 
2. Answer questionsUsers

Researchers/
Pollers

USE TOKENSEARN TOKENS

1. Get intelligence from Mei 
2. Poll other targeted users

1. Find micro-targeted users 
2. Communicate with users

2.2  Why Us and How it Works

Our team has spent almost three years developing AI designed to understand people 
through their text messages and trained on one of the largest datasets of its kind.  We’ve 
been working on this because we felt technology and data could be used to improve 
the most important thing to many of us: our relationships.  Since every relationship is 
different, we needed to develop algorithms that learned about the user.  

By default, Mei works as a texting app and doesn’t collect any information.  Consider it 
an upgrade to the default or stock SMS messaging app pre-packaged in most Android 
phones by the manufacturer or telephone carrier.  If the user chooses to turn the AI 
assistant on, Mei collects text messages already on the phone.  But Mei doesn’t know 
or ask for the identity of the user.  Without it, she can still infer certain things like gender 
or personality traits based on past conversations.  When she’s not sure, she asks 
clarifying questions that helps her learn.  In return for answering questions, users are 
awarded tokens and better/more personalized advice in the future.  If the user chooses 
to accept questions from 3rd parties (researchers or other users), they can earn even 
more MeiCoins.  

Many Android  owners don’t know they have a choice in which texting app they use and 
it only takes a couple of clicks to switch to Mei.  By switching/upgrading, they’ll have 
all the same functionality of their existing texting app plus more advanced features like 
data messaging and end-to-end encryption when texting other Mei users.

Because our platform has personalized information on users, we can facillitate researchers and pollers immediate access 
to a qualifying or prescreened pool of anonymous respondents.  The average user could even poll a very targeted group of 
other users for things like gift ideas or professional advice.   By putting people with questions in direct contact with people 
with answers, we... 

 (1)  Lower the frictional costs of exchanging information;  
 (2) Increase the rate at which information is shared, effectively increasing public knowledge;  
 (3) Protect the user by anonymizing and de-identifying their data; 
 (4) Reduce the number of parties getting access to personal data that are risks for leaks; and 
 (5) Potentially provide an income for anyone with a mobile phone
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3. BACKGROUND

3.1  Creating The Next Ecosystem For Advancing Social Knowkedge

Throughout history, social progress and technology has advanced as the exchange of information about people became 
more efficient.  For decades, government researchers have used census data to determine the allocation of funds and 
resources to services like schools and emergency services.  Social science researchers have used survey data to study and 
reveal truths about people.  The internet and social media has connected people and enabled rapid growth in the sharing 
of ideas and knowledge. 

However, our current system for sharing personal information is far from perfect.  Often it lacks proper incentive for people 
to want to share their data, proper controls to make sure the data doesn’t get in the wrong hands and no assurances that 
data is properly anonymized or even truthful.  A more efficient ecosystem encourages participation and minimizes the risk 
for abuse.

PARTIES CURRENT SYSTEM PROPOSED SYSTEM: MEI ECOSYSTEM

• Payment for data can be tracked via 
blockchain

• Data is anonymized or de-identified 
(unique ID will be the token wallet)
• Users  incentivized and value  determined 
by researchers/other users

Users

• Personal data often isn’t controlled 
or tracked

• Data often not anonymized or de-
identified

• Users aren’t incentivized for offering 
data

Researchers/
Pollers & 

Companies

Existing 
Messaging 

Apps/
Platforms

• Not proper targeting

• Lack of ability to follow up

• Models generated for  each user

• Experiment can be ongoing, payments are 
made per use

• Subject to manipulation by research 
administrators

• Time consuming

• Expensive

• Can’t always ensure user anonymity

• Lack certain details to machine-
learn about user

• User’s name or other personally 
identifiable information not requested

• Don’t enable user to feel 
ownership over product

• AI system to understand messages and 
predicts  information  about our users

• Cost determined by the market

• Experiments can  be conducted in hours

• Reduces reliance on many intermediaries

• Token holdership enables ownership and 
ability to shape ecosystem
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According to a recent poll, 37% of adults surveyed said they would be willing to share data about their background and 
health preferences if it helped advance academic understanding of areas such as medicine or psychology. 

However, recent data breaches and improper data usage have eroded the public’s trust in data privacy, which risks stifling 
technological and scientific advancement in the long term.  If people are less willing to share information about themselves, 
it can make it more difficult for researchers in academia and areas like mental health, polling and public policy to study large 
group behavior.  For companies, not knowing their customers well enough keeps them from developing useful products.

With Mei and blockchain technology, we’re creating an ecosystem for users that significantly lowers the cost (lost privacy) 
and greatly increase the incentive for sharing data (gaining intelligence and earning tokens) that can enable market and 
social research and knowledge to flourish.

3.2  Crushh Was The Prototype Of Our Ecosystem

Prior to Mei, our team built an app called Crushh which was launched in May 2017 and shortly became the #1 dating app in 
Google Play in several countries.  Crushh is a mobile app that analyzes users’ text messages and tells them how the people 
they text feel about them.  Crushh was not only the foundation for building Mei, but in many ways, it’s a working prototype 
of our proposed ecosystem of exchanging knowledge and data.  

At the very beginninng, we didn’t have much data so we had to rely on assumptions to build our algorithms.  But as we 
gained users and data, we were able to produce more accurate analysis.  For example, it was only after aggregating data 
from thousands of texters that we learned how demographics correlate with the way people text.  On average, we found 
the older people are, the longer their text messages tend to be.  And women tend to get much wordier with age than men. 

We also found out how age correlates with usage of emojis and words like ‘honey’,  ‘sweetie’, and ‘baby’ (we could go 
on).  Using information aggregated from many individuals, we were able to discover biases that could be at play for each 
individual and try to adjust for it.  So as our dataset grew, it allowed us to improve our models, ultimately resulting in a better, 
more accurate, product. 
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Demand for Personal & Aggregated Data…

Building Crushh, we worked off research conducted by others about relationships and communication.  We wanted to give 
back, so we reached out to several academic and research institutions (including the University of MIchigan) about sharing 
(de-identified and aggregated) data.

There turned out to be a strong demand for this data,  We’ve entered a small number of partnerships, but received numerous 
requests for data from academic institutions as well as companies in a range of industries such as dating, mental health, 
social networking, corporate productivity and even insurance.  It’s clear a proper ecosystem for sharing this data responsibly 
would help public knowledge and industries thrive.

3.3  How Good Is The Data?

The average American texts a short novel or about 100 pages a year.  In many ways, text messages contain some of the 
richest insights on people -- such as daily routines, interests, habits, moods, beliefs, and even brand affiliations.  The 
following information was gathered and inferred from two users with under 4,000 text messages, the typical number of 
SMS messages found on a phone.  Much of the following was extracted manually in the early stages of our platform’s 
development using a natural language processing technique known as differential language analysis.

Today our systems are designed to pull out contextual insight about a user almost instantaneously and our machine learning 
models can decipher preferences, interest, personality traits, and the whole range of demographic details that the users 
don’t need to input themselves.  These processes are done entirely by our platform, so no human needs to look at the 
contents of the messages.  If in times it requires human eyes, we will not know the identity of the message’s author.  With 
these insights, we’re able to microtarget potential survey or polling participants much better than most current systems that 
rely on asking screening questions that are unverifiable and may or may not be truthful. 
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3.4  The Right To Choice, Transparency and Privacy

Choice underlies everything we do.  We allow users to turn on and off 
any feature that could affect their privacy.  By default, all advanced 
features are turned off.  Users choose whether to turn on the AI 
assistant and share messages for Mei to analyze, to share information 
with others, or to delete all their data from our systems entirely.  We 
do our best to be transparent in explaining to users what each choice 
entails and how their data will be used.

Perhaps the most important choice is the choice to be anonymous.  
Unlike most established messaging apps which have already collected 
data on a user’s identity, Mei does not collect a user’s name or other 
personally identifiable information aside from the phone number (used 
for verification only and then hashed) and a cryptocurrency wallet 
address.  This means our systems will not and has never known who 
the user is.  Users can rest assured their identity is safe and the data 
and answers they share will not be attributed personally to them.

3.5  What the Polling Ecosystem Will Look Like

Imagine you’re looking for a birthday present idea for your mom who happens to like soap operas and baking.  You can turn 
to Google or ask friends/family.  The best person to ask would be your mom but you don’t want to ruin the surprise.  With 
Mei, you can potentially poll 50 women of similar age/interest and get a response almost immediately for a low cost.

Similarly, researchers could find a very specific group of people and ask a series of questions.  As illustrated in the example 
below, a researcher could conduct a 5-question poll among 25 people for about $8.00 (40 tokens x $0.20/token at face 
value).  Right now, a comparable study elsewhere would cost a multiple of this.  The added advantage of our system is the 
potential for follow-up questions.  Because Mei is a messaging app, the communication channel can stay open, allowing for 
longitudinal research.  

Questions marked as research
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4. MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Gallup, a prominent authority in polling, recognizes the potential for polling through text messagine.  “With nine in 10 
adults owning a cellphone and 72% of smartphone owners reporting that they check their phone at least once an hour, 
text messaging (SMS) has become the communication norm for much of the U.S. population.  Given its popularity, text 
messaging appears to be a useful way to contact survey respondents, particularly those who tend to have lower response 
rates with traditional survey methods, such as young adults.”  

So why isn’t polling via text more popular?  Gallup cited challenges such as getting consent, SMS message size constraints, 
and high break-off rates especially in longer surveys.  Our platform addresses all these issues in its design.  We ask users 
for permission beforehand and Mei communicates with the user via data messages which don’t have comparable size 
limitations.  Mei’s purpose of getting to know the user allows us to pre-screen participants, shortening the length of surveys 
and reducing potential break-off.   When Mei isn’t sure of something, she asks clarifying questions.  This creates dialogue that 
allows longer surveys to be completed over time.  As users become more comfortable answering personalized questions 
from us, we believe they will also get more comfortable answering questions from others, especially if they are rewarded 
for it and can remain anonymous.  Mei opens up a potentially massive pool of voluntary poll participants in what’s becoming 
people’s natural environment: the messaging app.  

4.1  Addressable Market In Market Research and Polling 

Market research and polling is an industry with $45 billion in annual revenue 
worldwide.  With global competition increasing, the entrance of disruptive 
smaller players, the death of large brands and the ‘me’ economy, polling and 
thinly-sliced research is more important than ever.  Politics is increasingly more 
competitive, with ever larger spending on campaigns. Mei’s ecosystem is able 
address a large part of the polling/market research industry immediately.

4.2 The Value of Messaging Apps

Mobile phone usage is rapidly increasing and messaging is by far 
the top activity, accounting for 1/3 of all mobile activity.  From day 
one , Mei can replace almost every one of the default text message 
or SMS/MMS app on Androids, which account for 85% of global 
smartphone market.  

Telegram recently raised $2 billion in its ICO, which valued its tokens 
at over $20/monthly active user (MAU).  Other major transactions 
seem to value popular messaging apps at ~$40-$60/MAU.  With 
Crushh, we were able to acquire users for under $0.50 via paid 
advertising, or approx. 1/3 of the industry benchmark of $1.50.  A 
portion of the proceeds of this sale will be used for paid marketing.  
Given our product’s potential value, we don’t anticipate having to 
rely solely on paying for our users. That said, the return on paid 
marketing investment would be over 100x. 

Market Research & Polling 
(Annual Revenue)

$15 Billion 
In the US

$45 Billion 
Worldwide

Value / 
MAU

DetailsMessaging 
App

Telegram $23 Token market cap/
MAU at Apr 2018 ICO

WhatsApp $42
Acquisition price/

MAU from Facebook 
in 2014

Snapchat $48 Current market 
capitalization/MAU
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5. INTRODUCING MEI

Mei is the next generation of messaging that combines the best of existing messaging apps but gives power to the average 
smartphone user with its optional personalized AI assistant and the ability to earn tokens from interacting with it.  But unlike 
most other messaging apps, we don’t ask for personally identifable information, ensuring user privacy. 

Messaging

1) Improved

2) Intelligent

3) Incognito

Replaces the basic SMS/text messaging app, but with all 
the modern features you’d expect from any messaging app 
(end-to-end encryption, wifi-enabled).

You have the option of turning on an AI assistant designed 
to help you better understand the people you text and help 
improve your relationships.

Mei doesn’t ask you for your name or any personal 
information. She doesn’t need to know who you are to 
understand and help you.

• End-to-End Encryption: When texting with other Mei users, we use an end-to-end encryption system simliar to those used 
by major apps like WhatsApp and Signal.

• Free International Messaging: Since our messages can be transmitted through the internet as data messages, our users 
can communicate with each other overseas for free.

• Unsending Messages: Unsend messages at any time, whether or not the person has read it.

• Expiring Messages: Messages expire after a pre-set amount of time after the message has been read.

• Exploding Messages: Instead of starting the timer after the message has been read, it starts after you send the message.

• Voice Messaging: Sometimes it’s easier to say something than to text, so we allow voice messages

5.1  Messaging Improved - An Upgrade to the Default Messaging App

Most Android users don’t know that they have a choice in the default texting (SMS/MMS) app and it only takes a couple of 
clicks to upgrade.  In its basic form, Mei Messenger is a free and more modern version of the common texting app that comes 
pre-packaged on Android phones, usually by the phone manufacturer (e.g. Samsung) or service provider (e.g. Verizon).   

To switch, all users have to do is download Mei from the Google Play store (once released).  If users choose not to turn on our 
AI engine, our app will simply replace the default messaging app. Mei does everything that the stock/pre-installed texting 
apps do, and more, like allow texting internationally with other users for free (over wifi) and securely (end to end encryption).  
Mei users can text with almost any other smartphone user in the world as soon as we launch.
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5.2  Messaging Intelligently - Our Unique Relationship AI Assistant

Does your wife sound more excited than usual?  Is there someone who has a secret crush on you?  Mei can predict these 
things and alert you when it senses certain things in your conversation.  Unlike most of the task-focused AI assistants in the 
market now, our AI is designed to give you actionable intelligence about your relationships that can’t be accessed anywhere 
else or aren’t always obvious to you.  All you have to do is turn her on. 

Our team spent the last 3 years understanding messaging, analyzing over 300 million messages with our platform and 
getting a constant supply of feedback from users to improve.  We’ve worked with many pioneers in the social sciences to 
develop our models and will continue to focus on partnerships with leading AI and social science institutions. 

As the only assistant (that we’ve seen) devoted to understanding natural language in relationships, Mei will constantly 
improve, with every message or feedback it’s given.  In turn, it can give personalized advice, useful recommendations and 
timely reminders that can help users improve their relationships. 

Other Smart Features That Offer An Advantage In Polling:

• Abnormal Behavior:  Mei will pick up if you’re not chatting like your usual self or your contact is acting strangely.  We have 
a range of algorithms that can detect real-person behavior that ensures data is free from scammers or bots.

Understanding  PersonalityNear Real-Time AdviceReminders

• Filter/Flag Questionable Responses:  Mei has the capability to flag and filter poll responses that are statistically unlikely 
given our knowledge of the user.  
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5.3  Messaging Incognito & Blockchain Technology

Since users can share their personal and sensitive messaging data with our platform, we designed our app to collect as 
little personal identifiable information as possible.  Unlike most established messaging apps which have already collected 
data on a user’s identity, we only need to get the telephone number for verification purposes but then we hash the actual 
telephone number saved into our system.  Users are identified in our systems according to this hashed ID only. This means 
our systems will not and has never known who the user is.  Users can rest assured their identity and the data and answers 
shared will not be attributed personally to them. 

Being on the blockchain allows us greater flexibility than if the token was a currency within our app alone.  Initially, we, like 
the majority of today’s data and AI-driven platforms, will rely on a centralized infrastructure that facilitates all the interactions 
in the ecosystem.  As blockchain technology and smart contracts develop, more of the data or our algorithms could be 
decentralized and stored on users’ phones locally or within the smart contract itself, further alleviating privacy conerns.  

As an Ethereum token, MeiCoin could eventually be listed in an exchange, where its value would be determined by the 
market.  The value will depend on how useful our ecosystem is to the world and how good our AI-driven services are.  At 
sufficient scale, the value of the token will track the value of information and knowledge. 

Lastly, creating and maintaining personalized machine learning models can be expensive, computationally and dollarwise.  
A token system helps us allocate and balance available computing resources.  This initial sale of tokens will help pay for our 
server and computing costs.
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6. COMPETITORS

The most popular messenger app will likely be the most valuable piece of technology within the next decade.  Mei is 
different from other messaging apps in its ability to combine the best features of other messaging apps with a unique 
personalized relationship AI.  We’ve been observing the competitive landscape for years and have watched other players 
attempting goals similar to ours.  

Tech giants like Facebook, Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Amazon have been making major investments in their mobile 
messaging apps and AI.  We have competitors in the major areas we’re in, but none with the complete package we offer.

6.1  Barriers to Entry Are Growing

Mei doesn’t need to create an entirely different messaging ecosystem to grow because it uses the existing SMS/MMS 
networks which account for 1/3 of messages sent in the US (1/4 worldwide).  With Androids being 85% of the world’s 
smartphone market, we can theoretically be the app that handles 20% of the world’s messaging the day we launch.  Over-
The-Top (OTT) messaging apps like WhatsApp, Telegram or Skype need to create their own messaging ecosystem because 
the recipient also needs to have the app to communicate. Mei can communicate with anyone in the world with a smartphone.

Google saw the value of the default SMS/MMS app and last month transferred all its resources from Allo (it’s competitor to 
WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger) to Messages (its SMS/MMS/RCS app).  It hopes to have carriers adopt RCS, which 
could be a competitor to the OTT market that currently dominates messaging.  Mei will be RCS compliant as it becomes 
more broadly adopted.  Going forward, we see more competition in messaging that will create barriers to new entrants.  

Existing messaging apps like Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp are disadvantaged building a privacy-protective 
ecosystem like ours.  These apps have already gathered personally identifiable information about their users in ways that 
can’t ensure a user remains anonymous and the personal questions they answer will never be traced back to them.    

Furthermore, these apps don’t have permissions to access messaging data to learn about users that allows better targeting 
by researchers.  Through Crushh, we received explicit permission from our users to study their messages.  Even when 
competitors get micro-targeted data, they are vulnerable to abuse (by spammers and bots) and false information that can 
erode the trust and value of the data.  Because we seek to understand our users, we specialize in building algorithms and 
models to detect abnormal behavior and recognize messaging patterns.  This gives us a unique ability to detect and flag any 
suspicious behavior, improving the integrity of the polling responses.

Android Facebook Stock

Mei Messages Messenger iMessage WhatsApp Telegram KIK WeChat SMS Apps

SMS/MMS-enabled ü ü ü ü x x x x ü
Data-/Wifi-Enabled ü ü ü ü ü ü ü ü x

Integrated AI Assistant ü ü x x x ü x x x
Personalized to the User ü x x x x x x x x

Blockchain/Token System ü x x x x ü ü x x

Anonymous ü x x x x x x x x

Messaging 
System

AI

Blockchain 
/Privacy
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• Token Sale (20%)
A maximum of  300 million tokens will be issued in this sale. to developers, 
researchers, friends and family, acredited and instituational investors.  
The token amount purchased via Bitcoin or Ether is calculated based on 
the exchange rate at the point of purchase.
• Rewards & Bounty Pool (20%)
The rewards program is an important part of our growth strategy, 
incentivizing users to participate and tell others about us.

• Company Reserve (50%)
Company Reserve Pool is used for future development, including future 
fund raising, development, research and for expanding the rewards pool. 

• Team, Partners and Advisor Pool (10%)
All team members will be vested in the Company for a total of three years 
with the 10% of the tokens vested at the close of the token sale and 30% 
vested per year for the next three years. 

MeiCoin Distribution
Total Token Supply = 1,000,000,000 

7.1  Token Distribution

7.2  Token Pricing and Round Structure

There are three rounds of this initial token sale: Select Pre-Sale (completed), Pre-Sale (in process), and Crowdsale if needed.  
The price of the very first token was sold at $0.01.  Each token sold after the first is priced a fraction higher than the previous 
token according to this formula:  1 / number of tokens sold during the round.  The last token sold in the 1st round was 
$0.027.  The first token of round 2 is also $0.027 and the very last token sold before we launch will be $0.074.  This pricing 
mechanism incentivizes early buyers of MeiCoin and minimizes the number of pre-determined decisions on pricing, timing 
and discount amounts.  Pricing/discounts will be determined buying order and the funds raised during a particular round.  
Once the 200th million token is sold, the sale is over.  If that token is sold during the Public Presale, then it will be priced at 
$0.074.  If that token is sold during the Crowdsale, it will be priced at $0.20 (face value).   

7. TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AND TOKEN SALE DETAILS
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7.3  Use Of Funds

The funds raised from this token sale will vary depending on the number of tokens sold in each round and in total.  The 
following diagram illustrates how we envision the funds will be apportioned to support the development of MeiCoin and its 
ecosystem.  

• IT & Development (40%)
IT development, and research into furthering the development 
of our AI capabilities are critical to making Mei even smarter.  
Systems maintainance will be a substantial portion of this cost

• Marketing/PR & Business Development (30%)
The second largest portion of funds will be invested on business 
expansion (which includes branding, marketing, business 
development) to help grow the ecosystem and enjoy economies 
of scale. The bigger the user base and the transaction volume, 
the higher MeiCoin’s valuation and liquidity.

• Other Manpower (10%)
Funds will also be needed to hire other help such as 
communications and human resources.

• Working Capital, Reserves & Others (15%)
Working capital and other expenses includes the many support 
functions, rental and other operational costs that is involved 
in running a business. This includes a cashflow buffer for 
unforeseen circumstances as well.

• Governance & Legal (5%)
As the company grows, so will the legal and governance costs 
required to ensure we grow responsibly.

Funds Usage

8. TEAM & DEVELOPERS

We’re a dedicated team of dreamers and creators with curious minds trying to help others better understand their 
relationships and become better communicators.  

Our team members come from a range of backgrounds.  Technological expertise within our team include former CTOs, 
front and backend developers, full stack developers, designers and UX/UI experts.  We have in-house marketing and public 
relations expertise, which managed to get our app Crushh published in >100 publications in 20+ countries and topping 
charts in Google Play shortly after launching.  We employ a range of specialized contractors to help with various projects.

We also maintain a board of advisors who come from a range of industries such as sociology, psychology, cryptography/
cryptocurriences and mental health.  Each are well-recognized in their respective discipline. 
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MÜCAHIT SENOL 
Back End Developer (Administrator, Crypto and Security)

Mücahit received his Bachelor’s in Computer Science from Istanbul Bilgi University, and is 
experienced in Java, Python, PHP and Django and has been coding since High School.

JAVIER GONZALEZ 
Front End Developer

Javier is an Android developer with 9+ years experience in Java, including BlackBerry  JDE, Eclipse 
for Android and Android Studio.  He built many of the innovative features in Mei’s interface.

8.1  Core Team Members

LISE HANSSEN 
Head of Marketing and PR

Lise has a Master’s in Communication Arts from NY Institute of Technology. With 6+ years of 
experience in Journalism, Marketing  & PR, she generated 100+ worldwide media coverage in 2017.

ES LEE 
Founder and Data Analyst

Es has a Bachelor’s in Computer Science from Harvard. He has 10+ years of experience in quant 
modeling and believes certain things about a relationship can be revealed by looking at the data.

Eva Lawrence  
Business Development

Eva has 8+ years experience in Finance at Morgan Stanley, most recently as Head of Sec Lending 
Flow Trading for EMEA. She is also a qualified lawyer in England and Wales.

JAVAIR RATLIFF 
Front End Developer

Javier is a developer and our resident kid genius. He experienced in with C+, Java and Python and 
is a Linux expert. He’s attended hackathons and frequently walks away with the top prize.
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9. TIMELINE

We will spend the remainder of 2018 building out Mei’s AI capabilities, our platform and building the MVP for our polling  
platform.  We will also be continuously building our AI depth and expertise through hiring.

• Launched Crushh 
• Became #1 dating app on Google Play within a month

• Mei app launches for Android 
• Token pre-sale begins 
• Launch polling platform 
• Improve machine-learned models for micro-targeting 
• Further 3rd party integrations and partnerships

• Further platform development 
• Further development of AI capbilites 
• Mei app launches for iOS 
• General Token sale (if needed)  
• Web-based chatting

MAY 
2017

• Token private pre-sale 
• Develop polling interface for researchers

• Mei app beta launched for Android 
• Token, wallet and escrow system developed 
• Presale begins

2018  
Q2

2018  
Q3

2018  
Q4

2019


